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About This Game

After countless days and nights celebrating within the infamous Monkey Tavern, our team of adventurers have spent every last
penny... Their fates, however are about to change...

Like a gift from the gods, in walks a mysterious stranger who points them towards a high tower full of invaluable treasures .

It doesn't take much more to rouse their thirst for adventure.

You will enjoy exploring a dungeon full of riddles, dangerous enemies and vicious traps.
And if luck favours...you will discover secret passages sheltering legendary weapons and armours.

Key Features :

- Dungeon exploration in grid-base movement
- 8 classes

- 3 difficulty levels
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- 2 hours of intense music
- Static real time fights

- 22 different enemies, including 6 bosses
- Full keyboard and gamepad support

- Numerous traps and secrets
- More than 100 unique items
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I'm not an expert for early war but shouldnt Russians be using Mosin Nagant instead of K98 ?

Besides from that, ragdolls are glitchy and they fly everywhere when you shoot someone.
Gun sounds are so low you can barely hear them

Is it worth a try ? Yes why not its free
Is it worth investing hours into it? No

. Man, that graphics are excelent and sceneries are enjoyable, satisfying, relaxing and so on. Never did many screenshots in one
game tho. Ofc there are some cons - slow running, sudden fps drop and blinking. But all those will be fixed in future updates, I
hope.. My name is Van, I'm an artist, I'm a performance artist. I'm hired to people to fulfill their fantasies, their deep dark
fantasies. I was gonna be a movie star y'know, modeling and acting. After a hundred and two additions and small parts I decided
y'know I had enough, Then I got in to Escort world. The client requests contain a lot of fetishes, so I just decided to go y'know...
full ♂Master♂ and change my entire house into a dungeon... ♂Dungeon♂Master♂ now with a full dungeon in my house and It's
going really well. Fisting is 300 bucks and usually the guy is pretty much hard on pop to get really relaxed y'know and I have this
long latex glove that goes all the way up to my armpit and then I put on a surgical latex glove up to my wrist and just lube it up
and it's a long process y'know to get your whole arm up there but it's an intense feeling for the other person I think for myself
too, you go in places that even though it's physical with your hand but for some reason it's also more emotional it's more
psychological too and we both get you know to the same place it's really strange at the same time and I find sessions like that
really exhausting. I don't know I feel kinda naked because I am looking at myself for the first time, well not myself but this
aspect of my life for the first time and it's been harsh... three to five years already? I never thought about it... Kinda sad I feel
kinda sad right now, I don't know why. Fun, easy to play, hard to master old school experience.. when i tried to launch it my
computer would just crash
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Follow our curator page "First Person Exploration and Puzzle Games" for more games like this!Basically the
same as "We Were Here" (which is free), but buggier.

The in-game radio didn't work well, so we had to use discord to communicate.

The first puzzle is artificially difficult because the game lies to you, so you need to guess the correct solution.
The second puzzle is difficult only because it's broken; half the time the water doesn't stop rising when it's
supposed to (and stays risen even after resurrecting). After several more poorly-designed puzzles, we eventually gave
up because the riddles+tables puzzle appeared to be completely broken (the items you need to pick up are in a random
order, unrelated to the order given in the book)

I love this genre, but both the puzzle-design and the programming are too poorly done to recommend this game. I'd
recommend instead checking out similar multiplayer puzzlers: We Were Here, We Were Here Too, and Last Will.. If
your the type of person that's into Proper animal simulation games. It's nothing like those crappy Ipad games you
find that claim to be an animal simulation but is clearly not. untamed life a cougar is quite a realistic Cougar
simulation. The graphics are good, and have improved alot since when it first came out. You play the role of a female
cougar, which you get to pick out of quite a few colors. You start out in search of a mate. This is the only time that
the males are Friendly to the female. Infact on my first try I sat and watched several males fight eachother over the
right to mate with the female cougar. Once the strongest male won, I allowed him to do the 'Deed'. After falling
pregnant, i started searching for a den to give birth in, catching prey and avoiding hunters along the way. When i
found a place i liked, I give birth to 3 cubs. They were small and slow, but adorable. I left them at the den to search
for food and to mark my territory to keep rival females at bay. We stayed there, until a male had learnt of our
whereabouts. And so i had to lead my cubs to safety, otherwise that male would kill them. My cubs are now on the
second stage of life. They are still spotted but are able to keep up with mum. The female you begin with isn't that
strong or able to run for a longer period of time. That's where the stats come in. You can gain stats and use those stats
to unlock abilities. Like Longer health, Stamina and even Quicker acceleration. I've also recently found out that the
cubs have genetics from both of the parent's. So the parent's colors affect the cubs colors. Each animal reacts
differently to your approach. A deer will flee, a Male deer, will also flee, but if attacked he will kick. A bison,Moose
and Horse will warn you by either shaking their heads or scraping their hoof along the ground. If you get too close
they attack, instead of other games where npc's automatically attack the second your in range. Predators though will
attack you when in range. Specially wolves. Bears and foxes, i've caught them stalking my cubs. Eagles attack both
mum and cubs. I've caught them swooping down on my cubs, i just manage to get there in time and the eagle hobbles
along on the ground trying to take off. Not all of the human NPC's are alone.. That's right, some of them have
backup.

Pro's
Realistic Animal behaviour. (For both Cougar's and npc's.)
Realistic Cougar and animal Sounds.
Quite Realistic Animations.
Different Life stages for cubs. I've only witnessed 2 so far. Barely walking stage (Maybe a week or 2. Has Spots),
And Cub stage(Has Spots, and can keep up with mum.) But from the website, i've seen a slightly older cub with no
spots.
Upgradable Cougar. (Stats)
Plenty of prey to hunt and dangers to face to keep you on your toes.
Game not easy, (Even on easy.) Prey is sometimes hard to Stalk and catch in normal mode. That's what Target mode is
for (T)
Cubs play with eachother.
Day and Night cycle.
The Game World is beautifully detailed.

Con's
Foggy. It's too foggy so you can't always see where your going.
You can get swarmed by a lot of predators. I was attacking humans as i ended up bumping into them, since the fog
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made it hard to see a few feet in front of you. When i had Told my cubs to stay, and focused on the humans, a bear
came out of nowhere, and attacked 1 of my cubs, then the dogs decided it would be fun to join in to. I had 1 cub left.
So i had no choice to maul everyone who provoked my wrath and then reloaded my save.
No weather. (Though that's probably coming in later.)
Seasons. There's no seasons. It's always spring. I wonder what it'll be like in winter. How hard it would be to survive if
prey numbers dropped.
Having to shift constantly between target mode to normal mode after each fight. As when attacking in normal mode
it's hard to keep sight of your prey. If in Target mode it automatically locks on for you which makes it easier. But
because i'm the type of person that likes there character to be fully zoomed in, i have to keep constantly scrolling
after exiting out of target mode. Though it's not a big deal as i'm getting used to it.
Killed prey despawns too quickly. At the newborn stage, i left the cubs at the den since they are far too slow to keep up
with mum at that age. Well there was no food near home so i travelled for awhile. When i caught a deer, i dragged it
back home only to get a few feet away from my den and have it poof. My poor cubs were starving by this time. Maybe
have it where prey that have been killed have a longer time to despawn.

Things i'd hope the developer will consider is random litter numbers. Each time you always have 3 cubs. I think it
would add alittle suspense to the whole "oh i wonder how many cubs i'll have this time" kind of thing.

Other than those the game is fun to play. This game is to show you all the things a cougar must face to raise
offspring and survive. And it pulls it off.. I very much enjoyed this game. I just lost track of time flying around and
didn't realise it had been more than an hour. It reminds me of the fun I had flying around in the birdman mode in
Pilotwings 64.

There is a lot to explore on what otherwise appears to be a fairly small island, and I still feel like I missed stuff the
first time around.

I would totally recommend this to anyone looking for a relaxing game to unwind to.. this game can run in windows
10, just do a little extra work. First, press win + r, then enter regedit,
 open files by this way HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\SOFTWARE\\KoeiTecmo\\Nobunaga12PK\\Configs.
in the left side, find width and leagth bar. change the value to your current resolution. because the game is old, so it
doesnt support high resolution. when the game runs, there should be a cg at the beginning, if you still can't see it,
change the value of texture depth to 32, it might help.
i successfully run this game in my new win 10 system, so the game definitely can run in win10. so don't worry about
it. if you have any problem that i didnt list , just ask me i am happy to give some help.

win10\u4e5f\u662f\u53ef\u4ee5\u73a9\u7684\uff0c\u53ea\u662f\u53ef\u80fd\u8981\u9ebb\u70e6\u4e00\u70b
9\u70b9\uff0c\u5148\u53bb\u5f00\u59cb\u83dc\u5355\u641c\u7d22cmd\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u8f93\u51fareged
it\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u4f9d\u6b21\u6253\u5f00HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\SOFTWARE\\KoeiTecmo\\Nobunag
a12PK\\Configs\uff08\u53ef\u4ee5\u76f4\u63a5\u590d\u5236\u5230\u8def\u5f84\u680f\u91cc\uff09\uff0c\
u627e\u5230width\u9879\u548clength\u9879\uff0c\u4fee\u6539\u6210\u4f60\u60f3\u8981\u7684\u5206\u8fa8
\u7387\u5c31\u884c\uff0c\u56e0\u4e3a\u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u5f88\u8001\u4e86\uff0c\u5206\u8fa8\u7387\u5
92a\u9ad8\u4e5f\u4e0d\u884c\uff0c\u6211\u670b\u53cb\u76841980*1080\u4e0d\u80fd\u8fd0\u884c,\u5bf9\u
4e86\uff0c\u518d\u8bf4\u4e00\u53e5\uff0c\u8fd8\u8981\u5148\u8fd0\u884c\u4e00\u904d\uff0c\u4e0d\u713
6\u627e\u4e0d\u5230\u6ce8\u518c\u8868\u7684\uff0c\u65e0\u8bba\u80fd\u4e0d\u80fd\u6b63\u786e\u8fd0\u8
84c\u90fd\u6ca1\u6709\u5173\u7cfb\uff0c\u53ea\u8981\u8fd0\u884c\u4e00\u6b21\u5c31\u597d\uff0cwin10\
u786e\u5b9a\u53ef\u4ee5\u8fd0\u884c\u7684\uff0c\u6211\u91cd\u88c5\u5b8c\u7cfb\u7edf\u4e4b\u540e\u572
8\u5168\u65b0\u7684\u7cfb\u7edf\u7528\u6211\u7684\u529e\u6cd5\u6210\u529f\u4e86
ps\u521a\u521a\u53d1\u73b0\u8fd8\u53ef\u4ee5\u4fee\u6539\u4e00\u4e0b\u6570\u503c\u91cc\u9762\u7684te
xture depth\u4ece16\u523032\u6211\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u5c31\u53ef\u4ee5\u770bCG\u4e86
\u5982\u679c\u4f9d\u65e7\u672a\u6210\u529f\uff0c\u53ef\u4ee5\u52a0\u6211\u597d\u53cb\uff0c\u6211\u5
f88\u4e50\u610f\u63d0\u4f9b\u5e2e\u52a9. Not too bad, but rather hard game.

Video Review Below:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=259104994. I want a refund. Disclaimer: First impressions
after 6 hours of gameplay.
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This is the football sim that I've been looking for. Growing up I would play madden, but I rarely ever played any
actual games (never felt like it was real football). The only aspect I liked was franchise mode.

Pros
- Very accurate sim stats
- Real life rosters (and the ability to edit team names)
- Simulation only takes seconds for an entire season (one of my only issues with OOTP 16, the long sim times)

Cons
- As other reviewers have stated, the UI from this game looks like it was made in the 90s.
- I'm not a fan of the way coaches are handled. (coach drafts every season, I'm not sure if there's a way around this
and I missed it)

Overall, I would recommend this to anybody that wants an accurate NFL sim. The UI may be poor, but it doesn't
hinder the experience too much. That being said, it will be frustrating to play until you get used to it. If you're willing
to overlook the flaws there is much to like.
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